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Senators reach spending deal
2-year agreement raises
strict military, domestic
caps by about $300B
By THOMAS KAPLAN
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — Senate
leaders struck a far-reaching
bipartisan agreement Wednesday that would add hundreds
of billions of dollars to military

and domestic programs over the
next two years while raising the
federal debt limit, moving to end
the cycle of fiscal showdowns
that have roiled the Capitol.
The accord between Sens.
Mitch McConnell of Kentucky,
the majority leader, and Chuck
Schumer of New York, his Democratic counterpart, would raise
strict caps on military and domestic spending that were imposed in 2011 as part of a deal

The limit on nondefense
with President Barack INSIDE
spending would increase
Obama that was once Pelosi holds
by $63 billion this year
seen as a key triumph House floor
and $68 billion next year.
for Republicans in Con- with eight-hour
But the accord was not
gress.
immigration
The deal would raise monologue / A10 without dramatics, and
its passage in the House
the spending caps by
about $300 billion over two is not a foregone conclusion. As
years. The limit on military proof of that, Rep. Nancy Pelospending would be increased si, the House Democratic leader,
by $80 billion in the current fis- took the House floor on Wednescal year and $85 billion in the day morning in opposition, pronext year, which begins Oct. 1. testing that the deal did nothing

WINE INDUSTRY » OCTOBER FIRES

Worry over grape crop

to bring lawmakers closer to
protecting young immigrants
brought to the country illegally as children. Pelosi, D-San
Francisco, then delivered a record-breaking speech that tied
up the House for the entire day
and into the night.
The budget agreement, coming a day after President Donald
Trump threatened to shut down
TURN TO SPENDING » PAGE A10

Trailers
can stay
for now,
SR says
Officials indicate desire
to work with contractor
offering land for crew
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Russ Messana looks over some of his family’s trellised wine grapes that were damaged by the Tubbs fire in October.

Most vineyards unscathed, but growers anxious about possible damage
By BILL SWINDELL
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

s he walks down a row of
pruned zinfandel vines,
Russ Messana plays a
waiting game.
His family’s Bastoni Vineyard
on Riebli Road was right in the
path of the Tubbs fire, but his
house and 19 acres of vineyards
were mostly unscathed — with
the exception of some vines

along the edges of the property.
Those rows suffered significant heat damage, evident
from the bent metal stakes and
melted hoses along the trellises
of his hillside vineyard in the
Fountaingrove District wine
region.
Messana points to the grayish
color of a dormant vine that
appears not to be damaged by

Russ Messana
displays a
premature
bud break and
burned grapes
as a result of
the Tubbs fire
in October.
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Have we found Shakespeare’s inspiration?
UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPT » Using plagiarism software,
scholars uncover source that may have fueled Bard of Avon
By MICHAEL BLANDING
NEW YORK TIMES

William
Shakespeare
Scholars looking
into playwright’s
“mental
landscape”

For years scholars have debated
what inspired William Shakespeare’s
writings. Now, with the help of software typically used by professors to
nab cheating students, two writers
have discovered an unpublished manuscript they believe the Bard of Avon
consulted to write “King Lear,” “Mac-

beth,” “Richard III,” “Henry V” and
seven other plays.
The news has caused Shakespeareans to sit up and take notice.
“If it proves to be what they say it
is, it is a once-in-a-generation — or
several generations — find,” said Michael Witmore, director of the Folger
Shakespeare Library in Washington.
The findings were made by Dennis McCarthy and June Schlueter,

For now the trailers can stay.
The camp trailers on family
property of Santa Rosa contractor Michael Wolff, which
serve as temporary homes for
workers clearing fire debris,
won’t result in fines this week
against Wolff, a
city official said
Wednesday.
“We
want
to try to make
this all work
out,” said David Gouin, the
city’s director
of Housing and
Michael
Community
Wolff
Services.
The announcement followed
a story in Wednesday’s Press
Democrat about Wolff, who
said he was facing fines of up to
$10,000 a day for placing 10 trailers on his father’s property in
northwest Santa Rosa.
Wolff said he received a written notice that the fines would
start Wednesday unless he corrected all violations. A code enforcement officer warned that
the fines could add up to $1,000 a
day for each trailer on the Dennis Lane property, he said.
Wolff has said he simply is
trying to provide his crews with
temporary living quarters in

who describe them in a book to be
published next week by the academic press D.S. Brewer and the British
Library. The authors are not suggesting that Shakespeare plagiarized but
rather that he read and was inspired
by a manuscript titled “A Brief Discourse of Rebellion and Rebels,” written in the late 1500s by George North,
a minor figure in the court of Queen
Elizabeth who served as an ambassador to Sweden.
“It’s a source that he keeps
TURN TO SHAKESPEARE » PAGE A2
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